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easy understanding. Even the way they care for the orphaned baby found in the aftermath just seems to fit. For Grady, that's enough. He's sure they can make a life
together. But for Jessie, the secret that tore them apart is still hiding under the surface. And she can't face losing Grady a second time.
Sealed And Delivered-Jill Monroe 2012-07-01 Subject: Nathaniel Peterson, SEAL instructor Current status: Unexpectedly engaged in a sizzling kiss Mission: Train the
SEALs without interruption Obstacle: Hailey Sutherland; the best kind of distraction! Kiss the first man you see. The Fate Delivery Cards were a silly impulse purchase.
But thanks to one of the Cards, bed–and–breakfast owner Hailey Sutherland finds herself locked in a scorching kiss with super–hot, wet–suit–clad navy SEAL Nate
Peterson. It seems that fate is opposed to Hailey's self–imposed celibacy.... Especially since Nate has picked up his own Fate Delivery Card; and he intends to follow it
through...until Hailey is in his bed!
The Seal's Secret Heirs-Kat Cantrell 2016-03-08 "A SEAL comes home to twins... and faces off with an old flame!"--Page 4 of cover.
Bane-Brenda Jackson 2015-12-01 Brisbane Westmoreland has returned from the Navy after five years, expecting to rekindle his relationship with Crystal--but Crystal
has other ideas.
The Navy SEAL's Bride-Soraya Lane 2012-08-01 Ex-navy SEAL Tom Cartwright is struggling to return to civilian life. His little niece is his only ray of sunshine and he
agrees to be the "show" in her school show-and-tell. Teacher Caitlin Rose knows all about past disappointments—once, she danced in the spotlight but now she shows
others how to. She's learned the hard way to rely only on herself. Yet as soon as Tom looks at her with those big brown eyes, she's done for…. Can Caitlin crack the
walls around this soldier's battle-worn heart?
Showdown at Shadow Junction-Joanna Wayne 2015-05-01 FAILURE ISN'T AN OPTION FOR THIS NAVY SEAL IN JOANNA WAYNE'S LATEST BIG "D" DADS: THE
DALTONS NOVEL When Jade Dalton escapes a ruthless kidnapper on the trail of a multimillion-dollar necklace, she flees to the one place no one will find her: her
estranged father's Texas ranch. Booker Knox is also on his way to Dry Gulch. After a potentially dangerous situation thrusts her into his arms, the navy SEAL appoints
himself Jade's personal bodyguard. It isn't every day Booker finds himself being kissed by a gorgeous stranger. Except Jade's a fugitive from justice who's also being
hunted by a determined killer. Now Booker will do whatever it takes to protect the beautiful big-city event planner. Failure isn't an option. Neither is walking away
when this is all over.
FINN'S TWINS ! / THE PLAYBOY'S SEDUCTION-Anne Mcallister 2016-05-14 Nellie has had a crush on her coworker Kent ever since she started working at the
company. But Kent thinks of her as a little sister. While Nellie secretly hopes that her feelings will be reciprocated, she learns that he’s being promoted to a spot at the
international branch of the company. In a mere two weeks, no less! Having spent a year unable to attract Kent’s attention, Nellie decides to do away with her
introverted self and formulate a last-ditch plan to marry her dreamboat!
A SEAL's Secret-Tawny Weber 2015-02-01 Subject: Lt. Commander Mitch "Irish" Donovan His Mission: Babysit a fitness queen with a hands-on approach! Navy SEAL
Mitch Donovan always plays to win. The push-up contest at the Halloween party should have been a piece of cake. Except that the cake in question is a hot woman
dressed as a delicious dessert. Now the only exercise on Mitch's mind is restraint… Livi Kane may be The Body Babe, but she has zero confidence. This hunky SEAL,
however, makes her forget everything—except for a workout involving his hot, naked bod and a whole lot of sexy, sweaty delight. But Mitch has his secrets—and Livi
certainly has hers. All it will take is one unexpected encounter to turn this steamy attraction into an even bigger secret that will start showing any day now…
Navy SEAL Bodyguard-Tawny Weber 2019-06-01 An undercover mission means deadly danger for one navy SEAL A brand-new Aegis Security romance After his career
as a SEAL is cut short by injury, Spence Lloyd is thrilled when he gets a top secret assignment. But it’s hardly the death-defying action he’s used to. Instead, Spence
must protect a high-ranking admiral’s beautiful daughter. As stubborn as she is alluring, Mia Cade presents a unique challenge to her bodyguard—one that will test his
head and his heart…
HIS MOST EXQUISITE CONQUEST-Emma Darcy 2020-10-12 Lucy has trapped men with her angelic smile before, but she’s put rich, handsome Michael under her spell
before she even realizes it. She senses that he is a true prince among all the frogs who’ve betrayed her in the past. But now that she’s fallen for him, all she can hope is
that this passionate relationship isn’t just a momentary fling…
Undercover with a Seal-Cindy Dees 2015-07-07 New York Times bestselling author Cindy Dees introduces a brave soldier…and the woman who is his toughest
challenge Going undercover in a seedy New Orleans club to find her brother, Eve Hankova knows the dangers. But she isn't prepared for the blazing heat arcing
between her and the customer who "buys" her for his exclusive pleasure. Like wildfire, it burns hot and out of control. Navy SEAL Ashe Konig knows no other way to
protect Eve from the Russian mob she's infiltrated at the club. But for this disillusioned loner, is it a suicide mission? As heavily armed mobsters breathe down their
necks, the stubborn woman refuses to quit. Ashe doesn't know who poses the greater danger—the ruthless killers who threaten their lives or the sweet innocent who
threatens his heart.
ONE NIGHT WITH THE TYCOON-Kasumi Kuroda 2020-11-01 Can she fall for another man when she’s still heartbroken? Rebecca, heartbroken that her ex-fiancé just
married her stepsister, escapes from their glamorous wedding ceremony to deal with the pain. A sexy, mysterious man suddenly appears before her and hands her a
bottle of champagne. Will this gorgeous man be the passionate solution to her broken heart?
The Prince She Never Forgot-Scarlet Wilson 2015-01-01 A kiss at midnight… Ten years ago Ruby Wetherspoon shared a stolen New Year's kiss with enigmatic stranger
Alex. A kiss she has never forgotten… Now a renowned language therapist, Ruby is stunned when her Alex—Crown Prince Alexander of Euronia to the rest of the
world!—shows up to ask for her help. Ruby has never been far from Alex's thoughts, but duty to his country has kept him away. Now he has a chance to make both their
dreams come true…
Phantom Wolf-Bonnie Vanak 2013-06-04 Some fires still burn when star-crossed lovers reunite… When a dangerous mission leads him deep into the jungles of
Honduras, Navy SEAL Sam Shaymore is confronted with his fiery past in the form of Kelly Denning. Once their romance had been forbidden because of class
differences. Then a tragedy drove them apart. But the minute he looks into her eyes, Sam knows he's never forgotten the sultry kisses and luscious curves of the
beautiful Enchanter Mage. Nor can he turn his back on helping her. Sam's unit has been charged with arresting Kelly. But if he can believe her, Kelly needs his help
now to save some kidnapped Mage children and to stop a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. Threatened with being kicked off his SEAL unit if he does not
follow his orders, Sam must risk everything…even his heart!
THE BRIDE FONSECA NEEDS-Abby Green 2019-10-01 Olivia’s life is all about her work, so she deeply respects Tony as a business owner. That’s why his offer comes
as such a complete shock. He wants her to have his baby! He isn’t looking for marriage—he’s looking for someone who will accept his offer in exchange for his
assistance in business. Although she’s anxious about it, Olivia wants to be intimate with a man at least once, and she thinks may never find another man as attractive or
convenient as Tony. She agrees to the unusual deal, all the while trying to hide the guilt she feels for keeping her secret from him.
The Prince And The Nanny-Cara Colter 2007-03-01 Her royal boss! Feisty redhead Prudence Winslow is down to her last cent and cynical about finding Mr. Right, so
she has sworn off men—for a year! But then she meets Ryan Kaelan, and his delightful motherless children who need her nanny skills. Prudence takes the job, telling
herself it wasn't Ryan's jaw-dropping sexiness that convinced her— or the fact that he is a real-life prince! Will she be able to resist Ryan's royal command— to seal the
deal with a kiss?
The Seal's Baby-Rogenna Brewer 2004 Engineer, single mom, weekend warrior Hannah Stanton is all three-until she's called to active duty by the Navy. Then she
becomes a warrior full-time. But that means she has to leave her baby behind while she flies helicopters in support of the Navy SEAL team that includes Mike
McCaffrey-her old friend and colleague who also happens to be the onenight stand she never told about her pregnancy. Hannah always meant to tell McCaffrey about
the baby, but when was she supposed to do that? A year ago he'd been sent in to a war zone half a world away. Jeopardizing his mission-and his life-with news.
Kiss of Pride-Sandra Hill 2012-04-24 “Her books are always fresh, romantic, inventive, and hilarious.” —New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs Trust the
always original, wonderfully fun Sandra Hill to do the wildly unexpected! With Kiss of Pride, the New York Times bestselling author—best known for her steamy and
hilarious romance novels featuring lusty Viking heroes and heroines—turns the paranormal romance genre upside-down…with the first in a seductive new series that
features Viking vampire angels! A refreshingly unique, utterly satisfying love story that puts the “super” in supernatural, Kiss of Pride tells the tantalizing tale of a lady

A Seal's Kiss-Tawny Weber 2014-04-01 Subject: Navy SEAL Petty Officer Aiden Masters Current Status: On leave Obstacle: Deploy "Mission: (Fake)
Engagement"…without actually falling for his fiancée! The goal of Mission: Engagement is simple–a fake engagement concocted to bring happiness to Sage Taylor's
ailing father. The Rules: 1) Treat it like a military mission 2) Keep the truth undercover 3) The "engagement" lasts as long as the professor's health depends on it; and
4) No sex…especially with each other! But the incredibly spirited (and a touch quirky) Sage has never been one for rules. Especially when they involve Aiden's
rock–hard navy bod and a ton of smokin'–hot sexual attraction. Which means in order to seduce this sexy SEAL, she'll have to completely outmaneuver him….
A Midnight Kiss to Seal the Deal-Sophie Pembroke 2021-01-01 The start of something magical… …this New Year’s Eve! TV heartthrob Theo Montgomery and historian
Celeste Hunter are complete opposites. Yet— suddenly!—they have one thing in common… They’re at the center of a media disaster! Could a fake relationship save
their reputations? With the world watching, they must convince the public they’re the real deal. But if their relationship is just pretend, why do they never want it to
end…? From Harlequin Romance: Be swept away by glamorous and heartfelt love stories. Cinderellas in the Spotlight Book 1: Awakening His Shy Cinderella Book 2: A
Midnight Kiss to Seal the Deal
A Kiss to Seal the Deal-Nikki Logan 2011-08-01 Is true love an endangered species? When city lawyer Grant McMurtie is forced to return to his coastal hometown, he
discovers that conservationists plan to carve up the family farm! He furiously confronts the woman in charge—seal researcher Kate Dickson. Used to half-truths after
years of making empty city deals, he finds Kate's passion for her precious seals mystifying, but slowly begins to trust this courageous, determined woman. For the first
time, Grant's heart is touched and he wants to make a wholly personal contract. Will cautious Kate agree to his final clause—to be together forever?
A Midnight Kiss To Seal The Deal / Her Texas New Year's Wish-Sophie Pembroke 2020-12-10 A Midnight Kiss to Seal the Deal Sophie Pembroke The start of something
magical... this New Year's Eve!
SEALed with a Kiss-Jill Monroe 2010-12-21 Thanks to her distracted sister, hotel owner Rachel Sutherland is now alone to greet Ã¼berhot Navy SEAL Riley Wilkes as
he disembarks. But when Riley scoops Rachel into his arms for a hot, combustible kiss, Rachel wonders if she owes her sister a big favor…. Now Rachel is reconsidering
her stance on bad boys…especially those of the Riley Wilkes variety. In fact, a naughty little fling could be just what the doctor ordered. Because the only thing better
than a SEAL in his uniform, is a SEAL out of his uniform….
Seal It with a Kiss-Rogenna Brewer 2011-07-15 IN UNIFORM A woman in the SEALs? Lieutenant Tabitha Chapel is determined to become the first woman to join the
navy SEALs. She'll use every connection she has (and she has plenty), and wile (feminine or otherwise) and her substantial strength of will to make this happen. Not in
this man's navy! Commander Marc Miller is equally determined to keep women in general—and Tabitha Chapel in particular—out of the SEALs. There are a lot of
things he'd like to do with Tabby, and being her commanding officer isn't one of them. But the commander is about to learn that Tabby's woman enough to take
everything he doles out and more….
A SEAL's Salvation-Tawny Weber 2014-01-21 Subject: Navy SEAL Petty Officer Brody Lane Current Status: On leave Obstacle: The one girl who was off-limits… Where
Navy SEAL "Bad Ass" Brody Lane goes, trouble follows. Being run out of his hometown years ago for misbehaving with Genna Reilly—the sheriff's daughter—was one
thing. Now Brody is about to step into real danger. Not the suggestive letters he's been exchanging with Genna, but the kind of trouble that can send a soldier home
injured and broken inside… Genna's entire life has been orchestrated by her family. The right job. The right friends. Enough! Brody's return offers the promise of lustfilled pleasures. Of flesh teased and tasted. She's not expecting to find a soldier with distant eyes who has secluded himself from the world. But this good girl knows
exactly how to bring a bad boy back to life…. Uniformly Hot! The Few. The Proud. The Sexy as Hell.
A SEAL's Desire-Tawny Weber 2016-06-01 Subject: Petty Officer Christian "Cowboy" Laramie Mission: Locate a missing person…without seducing the man's fiancée!
Navy SEAL Christian Laramie knows everything about explosives, including how to avoid them. But he sure as hell isn't prepared for Sammi Jo Wilson—all gorgeous
red hair and long-legged sexiness—in a wedding dress, asking him to find her kidnapped fiancé. Yep, he is definitely dealing with one dangerous bombshell… Laramie
has a rep for thoroughly pleasing the ladies, but he's not interested in emotional entanglements. He has rules—and engaged women are a definite no-no. Yet the
searing heat between him and Sammi is like nothing he's ever experienced. Each touch gets hotter. Each kiss more intense. And if Laramie can't disarm this desire, it
will blow up in the only way possible…in bed!
The Cowboy Seal's Triplets-Tina Leonard 2015-07-07 HER HOMETOWN SEAL When Daisy Donovan roars into town on the back of John "Squint" Mathison's
motorcycle, the people of Bridesmaids Creek start buzzing like bees in mating season! The former bad girl is finally home where she belongs, ready to win over her
Texas town--and the hunky former SEAL who is the father of her soon-to-be baby boys. Although he just had the most passionate time of his life with the woman he
adores, John's after a prize he thought couldn't be his. He never had a real home, growing up in a family who traveled from rodeo to rodeo. But now he's determined to
show Daisy that he's ready to settle down and be the new favorite son of Bridesmaids Creek--by getting Daisy to the altar before their triplets are born!
Forever Box Set Jan 2021/A Midnight Kiss to Seal the Deal/Wedding Date with the Billionaire/Tempted by the Tycoon's Proposal/The Greek's Secre-Rebecca Winters
2020-12-16 Mills & Boon Forever — Be swept away by glamorous and heartfelt love stories. A Midnight Kiss to Seal the Deal — Sophie Pembroke TV heartthrob Theo
Montgomery and historian Celeste Hunter are complete opposites. Yet — suddenly! — they have one thing in common... they’re at the center of a media disaster! Could
a fake relationship save their reputations? With the world watching, they must convince the public they’re the real deal. But, if they’re relationship is just pretend, why
do they never want it to end? Wedding Date with the Billionaire — Andrea Bolter Best man Kento Yamamoto and maid of honour Erin Barclay are thrown together at a
luxury wedding years after their heartbreaking split. Now the fire between them is set ablaze once more. Tech billionaire Kento’s no longer the penniless student Erin’s
controlling parents snubbed. Can she finally find the courage to break free from their hold? And could a cunning recoupling of convenience pave the way to something
unexpected but breathtakingly real? Tempted by the Tycoon’s Proposal — Rachael Stewart Hiding under a table with a six-year-old isn’t how hotelier Sophia Lambert
usually welcomes VIPs. Fortunately, widower billionaire Jack McGregor is relieved she found his runaway daughter! A thank-you dinner sounds harmless, until
workaholic Sophia finds herself tantalisingly attracted to Jack! The deeply desirable single dad reawakens long-buried emotions in Sophia, but his jet-set life is
beckoning. Unless Sophia can tempt him with her own proposal: to keep his feet on the ground… The Greek’s Secret Heir — Rebecca Winters Alexa has never forgotten
her first love, Nico Angelis. A mix-up tore their relationship apart…and Alexa felt like she had no choice but to keep their child a secret. Now Nico is back and he can’t
believe he’s a father. While Alexa is thrilled that he wants to be a part of their daughter’s life…is she ready to be part of his? Mills & Boon Forever — Be swept away by
glamorous and heartfelt love stories.
Navy Seal Newlywed-Elle James 2015-05-19 Navy SEAL "Rip" Cord Schafer and Covert Cowboy operative Tracie Kosart go undercover as husband and wife to catch
traitors supplying Honduras terrorists with arms.
THE SEAL'S SURPRISE BABY-Amy J. Fetzer 2016-11-09 Navy SEAL Jack Singer has a woman he can’t forget. They were attracted to each other at first sight and spent
the night together, but she disappeared in the wee hours of the following morning. He did his best to find her, but she was nowhere to be found. But then a postcard he
receives one day reveals all. He learns that his mystery woman delivered his baby and now she’s raising it secretly. Infuriated, Jack visits her and demands that they get
married.
THE BALLEYMORE BRIDE-Jinko Soma 2020-12-17 This old letter from her late father just might be the key to her past… After a lonely childhood, Emma has finally
found success as a novelist. But when her estranged father passes away, a letter directs her to the Ballentine Estate in Balleymore. Hoping to find out who she is,
Emma travels to Balleymore…only to find there’s already another Emma there to claim her inheritance. With the help of the ranch manager, John, Emma decides to
stay at the estate to figure out just what is going on!
The Seal's Miracle Baby-Laura Marie Altom 2015-06-02 SHE BROKE HIS HEART Jessie Long knew she made the right decision years ago. Grady Matthews wanted a
ranch and a home full of kids, and she couldn't give him that. So she cut him loose for his own good. They went their separate ways—Grady left to join the Navy and
Jessie stayed home. Now a deadly twister has flattened their hometown, and it's brought them back together—and back to square one. The passion's still there, and the
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reporter who falls under the sway of a sexy Norse vampire on a thousand-year mission who might be an angel too good to be true…or too devilishly bad to resist!
Blaze-Tawny Weber 2017-06 One Night With A SEAL One night. Two SEAL brothers. Endless sexy possibilities! All Out by Tawny Weber Navy SEAL Zane Bennett is
determined to win a bet with his brother -- until he collides with the luscious Vivian Harris. Their attraction is immediate and searingly hot, but Zane can't bring himself
to bow out of the bet. Now the game is really on... All In by Beth Andrews Of the Bennett twins, Navy SEAL Xander is always the gentleman. That is, until he's
challenged to go against his brother for a date with Quinn Oswald -- the girl Xander's wanted since high school! But how much is Xander willing to gamble before he
goes all in? Easy Ride - Suzanne Ruby Reporter Kirby Montgomery is undercover at a secret club where deliciously sexy men are rumoured to sell their company and
their bodies. The most popular of all the hunks? Adam 'Easy Ride' Drake. And all it takes is one scorching kiss to break every one of Kirby's rules... But Kirby isn't the
only one breaking rules. Adam isn't what he seems and the explosive chemistry between them is only the beginning. With the line between fantasy and reality getting
blurry, Kirby has to decide what's more important: the story that could make her career or the man she wants by her side.
AKA: Marriage-Jule McBride 2010-10-01 For years, undercover cowboy cop Shane Holiday had tracked Lillian Smith's every move, watched her every curve until he
made her the offer she couldn't refuse—marriage. Shane's looks had nothing to do with it, Lillian said. She needed a husband to adopt the baby she craved. Now, with a
baby in her arms and a cowboy in her heart, she hoped her secret past was behind her…. It was only to be for a few weeks. Live together and pretend intimacy. But a
"wife" and "son" tamed Shane, bringing the lone wolf from the Lone Star State to his knees. He'd married vowing vengeance—but would he become a husband and
daddy for real?
Same Place, Same Time-C.J. Carmichael 2010-07-01 Detective Morgan Forester's resolve is as steely as his gun and the badge he wears with pride. And he'd once
belonged to Trista Emerson—until a tragedy drove them apart. Now, two of Trista's clients are dead, and Morgan is back, sexier than ever…and convinced Trista might
be the killer's next victim. Faced with Morgan's twenty-four-hour brand of protection, Trista has to admit the truth—she still loves him. This time, she vows to reach the
man behind the badge—and show him she was, and always will be, his woman.
Navy SEAL Cop-Cindy Dees 2018-08-01 From New York Times bestselling author Cindy Dees— A captivating Code: Warrior SEALs romance New Orleans detective
Bastien LeBlanc is stumped by his new client, Carrie Price. The Navy SEAL must find Carrie’s kidnapped boss. Bass has never been a relationship kind of guy, so he’s
floored by his undeniable attraction to Carrie. But can he trust her? Now all that can come between them are secrets from their pasts…and the all-too-real killer
bearing down on them.
Navy SEAL Security-Carol Ericson 2011-03-01 Amy Prescott couldn't help but notice the sexy, wet-suited Navy SEAL who washed up on the beach. Nor could she
overlook the burst of gunfire that followed his hasty introduction. Thankfully, Riley Hammond expertly shielded her from harm. Unfortunately, he landed her in the
middle of his deadly covert op. Riley never expected the seemingly innocent beach girl to be connected to the bad guys he'd been sent to track down. But between the
body splayed across her kitchen floor and the bullets narrowly missing them as they went on the run, Riley suspected there was more to the feisty bombshell than she
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let on. Not to mention a fiery passion he was happy to explore….
Seal of Destiny-Traci Douglass 2013-01-21 Love conquers all... but can it stop the Apocalypse? Mira Herald is having the worst life ever. Not only is she plagued by
horrific nightmares starring the Devil himself, she’s now the target of a power-hungry, rogue minion, freshly sprung from Hell and bent on her destruction. To
complicate matters further, she’s acquired a stalker. One who insists he’s a divine warrior sent for her protection because she houses an ancient relic with the power to
unleash Armageddon. Last time Mira checked, she wasn’t insane. Still, all this celestial mayhem is enough to drive a girl crazy. Kagan is a member of the Scion, an elite
team of immortal warriors selected by Divinity to aid mankind and save the world. After a century alone, Kagan is summoned for a new mission. He’s eager to begin.
Eager until he’s informed his mission consists of protecting a woman with no clue to the power she wields. Plus, his briefing fails to prepare him for his new target’s
cosmic-sized attitude problem. As Divinity’s sworn servant, he’s required to fulfill his duty. His oath, however, does not require him to be enthusiastic about his new
assignment or warm-and-fuzzy toward his new compatriot. He plans a wham-bam rescue and a quick return to solitude. The minion attacks - with the backing of a
mysterious organization - and all Hades erupts, putting a fast end to any whirlwind escapes. Accustomed to staunch independence, Mira’s survival now requires full
cooperation and an unwavering belief in Kagan. The battle-hardened warrior is also forced to chose: between duty and desire. Amidst the turmoil, Kagan and Mira’s
undeniable passion draws them closer to each other and down a path neither expected but both yearn for, more than they ever knew. Will love save the day? The
world’s fate depends on the answer. Sensuality Level: Sensual
The Long-Awaited Christmas Wish-Melissa Senate 2020-11-01 Could a childhood dream finally be coming true? When did Santa become a blue-eyed Adonis? Maisey
Clark’s Christmas wish of being adopted never came true. Now a struggling single mom, she’s not likely to mistake sexy US marshal Rex Dawson for Kriss Kringle. So
what if he found her childhood letter to Santa and wants to give her and her daughter the best holiday ever? He’s just passing through, and love is for suckers. If only
his kisses didn’t feel like the miracle she always hoped for… From Harlequin Special Edition: Believe in love. Overcome obstacles. Find happiness. Dawson Family
Ranch Book 1: For the Twins’ Sake Book 2: Wyoming Special Delivery Book 3: A Family for a Week Book 4: The Long-Awaited Christmas Wish
The United States Catalog- 1928
Stranded with the Tycoon-Sophie Pembroke 2013-09-03 The man who sees her beauty… Ben Hampton is the last man in England that workaholic historian Luce would
ever choose to be stranded with. Tall, dark and infuriatingly arrogant, he's also a reminder of her not-so-glorious romantic history—something she's spent the past few
years burying herself in work to forget. Hotel tycoon Ben knows there's fire behind Luce's buttoned-up exterior, and fanning its flames is an irresistible temptation.
Luckily, getting snowbound in the countryside gives him the perfect opportunity to tempt out the real Lucinda Myles!
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